Word Reading 3 Predecodable Text
Get Fit!

A mom can get fit.
A dad can get fit.
Can a kid get fit? A kid can!
Look! Rob and Big Red jog.
Rob and Big Red will get fit!
Look! Wes and Jen do the bop.
Wes and Jen will get fit!
Look! Kim can hit with a bat.
Kim will not sit a bit.
Kim will get fit!
Can a kid get fit? A kid can!
If a kid is hot, a kid can get wet!
Consonant j
jog, Jen
Consonant k
kid, look, Kim
Consonant r
Rob, Red
Consonant w
will, Wes, wet
Short e
get, Red, Wes, Jen, wet
High-Frequency Words
a, look, and, do, the, with, is
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Meg Did It Well

It is ten a.m.
Meg will do a big job.
Meg hit the bell.
Jeb! Jeb!
Jeb the pig ran in the pen.
Meg got in the pen with Jeb.
Meg pet Jeb and fed him.
Meg hit the bell.
Nell! Nell!
Nell the red hen ran at Meg.
Meg had a big bag.
Meg fed Nell.
Mom hit the bell.
Meg! Meg!
Meg ran in.
Meg sat with Mom and Kim.
Meg had a big job.
Meg did it well.
Consonant j
job, Jeb
Consonant k
Kim
Consonant r
ran, red
Consonant w
well, was, will, with
Short e
Meg, well, ten, bell, Jeb, pen, pet, fed, Nell, red, hen
High-Frequency Words
is, a, do, the, with, and
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Vic and Roz
The sun is up.
But it is not yet hot.
Vic will zip up.
Vic will tug on a hat.
Roz will zip up.
Roz will get a muff with fuzz on it.
Dad will fill the mug.
Dad will sit and sip.
"Rev up the van, Dad!" they yell.
"We have a quiz!"
Dad will get the van for Vic and Roz.
Vic and Roz run for the van.
They huff and puff.
They will not quit.
They will sit for the quiz.
Consonant qu
quiz, quit
Consonant v
Vic, rev, van
Consonant y
yet, yell
Consonants z, zz
zip, Roz, fuzz, quiz
Short u
sun, up, but, tug, muff, fuzz, mug, run, huff, puff
High-Frequency Words
the, is, a, with, they, we, have, for
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The Quiz
Quin sat for a quiz.
Bev sat for a quiz.
Quin had a pen.
The pen had fuzz on it.
Bev had a pen.
It did not have fuzz.
Can Quin do the quiz?
Can Bev do the quiz?
They have the quiz.
They do the quiz.
It is fun!
Quin did the quiz.
Quin can quit.
Bev did the quiz.
Bev can quit.
Yes! Quin did well on the quiz.
Yes! Bev did well like Quin.
Consonant qu
quiz, Quin, quit
Consonant v
Bev
Consonant y
yes
Consonants z, zz
quiz, fuzz
Short u
fuzz, fun
High-Frequency Words
the, for, a, have, do, they, is, like
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